




















Reform of the IMF




Although on paper central banks are more independent
than ever, in practice governors may need to have more
job protection to make this independence work. 
Ernst Welteke talks with the editor about the forthcoming
restructuring of the Bundesbank, the euro, the ECB and
the need for greater political integration in Europe.
André Szász, former executive director of the
Nederlandsche Bank, opens up the debate about the need
for political integration in Europe if the euro is to succeed.
The president of Poland’s central bank describes how the
far-reaching changes to the monetary policy framework
are bedding down, and what is the role of the central
bank in preparing for entry into Emu.
In an exclusive survey of the mechanics of foreign
exchange intervention, Chris Neely of the St Louis Fed
lifts the lid on this usually highly secretive subject.
From his first-hand experience in Indonesia, Steve Hanke
gives his thoughts on what is wrong with the IMF and
why it cannot be reformed.
In a continuation of our series on dollarisation, Zeljko
Bogetic compares the costs and benefits for the dollarising
country and the “anchor” country.
Despite much rhetoric from politicians, prospects for a
single currency in the Caribbean are further away than
ever, argues Delroy Alexander, a financial journalist based
in Jamaica.iii
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With the Middle East teetering on the brink of armed con-
flict, we interview the newly appointed governor of the
Bank of Israel, Dr David Klein.
Sergio Clavijo, member of the board of the Central Bank
of Colombia, responds to Harvard Professor Alberto
Alesina’s proposals for reforming the institutional 
structure of the central bank.
Economists should not give up trying to measure central
bank independence just because it is difficult: the stakes
are too high, argue John Maloney and Andrew Pickering.
Governor K Dwight Venner describes how the role of a 
central bank has changed because of the “information
revolution” and increasing demands for accountability
and openness.
A comparison of transparency levels in Western central
banks and transition economy central banks has
surprising implications for policymakers, says Mindaugas
Vinkus.
The Bundesbank’s new central banking museum provides
a unique channel for raising economic literacy and public
support for central bank independence, argues Benedict
Weller.
Jean-Claude Trichet, ECB president-in-waiting, admits
that the euro is threatened by a lack of macro policy coor-















Trichet and the 
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